
  

INFORMATION GROUP DINNERS 

 

 
For groups of 31 people or more we offer a special menu. 

 

 
STARTER 
Our starter is a mix of small appetizers such as Sigara Böregi, Zaalouk, Falafal and Humuz. 

This starter will be served with bread and is mainly vegetarian. 

 

MAIN COURSE 
Our main course is Bizar Bazar meat, Bizar Bazar fish or Bizar Bazar vegetarian, which we 

serve in large bowls for a minimum of 2 and a maximum of 4 people per bowl. 

 

Bizar Bazar meat 

Grilled kebab with veal, chicken and vegetables with a beef, almonds and 

chickpeas stew and kofta of minced beef and lamb. 

 

Bizar Bazar fish 

Grilled kebab with fresh tuna and prawns with a fish, mussels and tomato sauce 

stew. 

 

Bizar Bazar vegetarian 

Grilled mushroom kebab with a stew made from beans and prunes, falafel, grilled 

artichoke and zaalouk. 

 

All Bizar Bazars are served with rice, Shiraz mix, fried potatoes, yoghurt sauce 

with moesir and tabouleh salad. 

 

DESSERT 
Our dessert is Oasis with Ben & Jerry’s ice cream, a grand dessert with layered cake, Turkish 

fruit, so-han, chocolate mousse and fresh fruit. 

 

  

 



 

PRICES 
 
Option A: 
Starters + Bizar Bazar meat + dessert:    € 33.00 p.p.  
Starters + Bizar Bazar fish + dessert:   € 33.00 p.p.  
Starters + Bizar Bazar vegetarian + dessert:  € 30.90 p.p.  
 
Option B: 
Starters + Bizar Bazar meat:     € 25.50 p.p.  
Starters + Bizar Bazar fish:    € 25.50 p.p.  
Starters + Bizar Bazar vegetarian:   € 23.40 p.p.  
 

Option C: 
Bizar Bazar meat + dessert:     € 25.50 p.p.  
Bizar Bazar fish + dessert:    € 25.50 p.p.  
Bizar Bazar vegetarian + dessert:   € 23.40 p.p.  
 

- All prices mentioned exclude drinks. We do not have arrangements for drinks. All 
drinks will be billed based on your consumption.. 

 

 

 

 

 

This information only applies to groups of 31 people or more.    

 ********** 

We hope that we have provided you with enough information. If you have any questions or if 

you wish to make an actual reservation, please contact us by telephone. 

 
 
 
BAZAR  
Witte de Withstraat 16  
3012 BP Rotterdam  
T: +31-(0)10-206 51 51  
res@hotelbazar.nl  
www.hotelbazar.nl 
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